Workbook For Ehrlich/Schroeder's Medical Terminology For Health Professions, 7th
**Synopsis**

NOTE: This is a workbook only and not a textbook. Repetition is the key to mastering medical vocabulary, and this workbook provides even more practice to help readers master them. Building upon the learning exercises in the text, 75 questions per chapter emphasize the use of word parts in learning key terminology, while chapter exercises offer a variety of formats requiring written answers.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is a GREAT study tool. Not to mention it's CD and flash cards were very helpful. It also has AMAZING review exercises at the end of each chapter that truly measure how much you have learned. It is easy to understand and filled with info!

1. To purchase this book is ridiculously expensive for a bunch of terms you can google. These are what I consider "glossary words." Words that just require a definition, and don't require much background info. I will admit that some of the descriptions are helpful. 2. I'm very grateful that gives a renting option. 3. This book (for my online class) is basically useless for me. If you want just the pure definitions in an online flashcard format, google: "quizlet Medical Terminology Ehrlich." They are flashcards for you to study, and if you find the right ones, some users literally type out EVERY term for you. Though, I must emphasize that this was the case for my specific class. Some classes depend on this book heavily; it depends on your course.
great book but hated the spiral bind anyways contents are imp its good one .....remember CD is not compatible with windows8 i learnt it hard way

Had to buy this for class. I really found it useful. If you get this book, make sure it has the disc with it. It is the best, most useful tool I have had in any class. It has crossword puzzles, word searches, practice quizzes and memory games. I barely had to study after going through a chapter, using the disc and answering the questions at the end of each chapter. I will be keeping this for reference material.

Picture does NOT show that it is the WORKBOOK to accompany the real textbook. Not impressed.

I chose a 5 star rating because I got like the package deal with purchase. I received the book along with flash cards. The packaging was neatly done. The book was packaged in clear plastic. I would definitely recommend!

Great illustrations! Easy to follow with well coordinated script to illustrations!Great DVD (for computer) review and practice. Helps to retain material you’ve learned!Definite recommendation for review for health professionals or a go to reference!

Using this for Medical Terminology and I HATE the way the subjects are divided! It makes it so hard to look for specific information. Looking for the term meaning "inflammation of joints"? Hey, I know why don’t you look under the "JOINTS" subtitle? you know, where you would find information on JOINTS. Guess what..........ITS NOT THERE! Know where it is, somewhere under the "Pathology of Bones" subtitle that is 2 pages long and covers ANYTHING that can go wrong with not just joints, but ANY bone!! Its like this for ..every.....single.....question or term, out of the workbook!!! You think you will find an answer under where it SHOULD be, but you are almost never right. It takes me so long to do one chapter out of the workbook because I’m wasting so much time flipping back and forth SKIMMING through the bold words looking for a matching definition. And I don’t want to hear "looking for it helps you remember it." IT DOESN'T! You know what helps you remember? STUDYING!! but I have no time to read the chapter or study word parts because it can take me upwards of 6 hours to finish one chapter, and that’s WITH a study buddy!! This forces me to just "skim" and not actually "read and understand", just so I can turn in my assignments on time!! I've
noticed it seems to be like this with ANY medical book. Making almost every answer harder to find, doesn't make you remember. It merely frustrates you to the point where you just turn off your brain and absentmindedly rush your way through the assignment. The work ISN'T HARD.......this book is just layed out so terribly.
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